20th August 2015
Dear Sir/Madam,
Thank you for your recent Freedom of Information request regarding Radiology department
doctor information.
The Trust can provide the following information:
We are unable to provide specific contact details below Director level due to data
protection considerations. Please ring the main Homerton University Hospital
switchboard and ask for the person you need by job title.

Could you please provide by return email, all information pertaining to:
Q1. Who is your Director of the Radiology Department and their email address?
Consultant Radiologist (Radiology lead).
Q2. Who is your Procurement Director and their email address?
Contract Manager – Procurement.
Q3. Who is responsible for Agency Doctors within the Trust, and their email address?
Medical Staffing HR Manager.
Q4. What procurement Framework is the Trust currently aligned to for Agency Doctors i.e.
CCS, HTE, LPP or no framework?
LPP
Q5. Please provide us with the Doctors Agency spend within Radiology by grade from SHO
– Consultant£0
Q6. How many Doctors Agencies have provided Radiology staff to you in the last 12 months
and how many are 'on' or 'off' framework?=
0
Q7. A breakdown by hours and/or shifts that your current Doctors Agencies have filled in the
last 12 months within the Radiology department? =
0
Q8. Expected spend on Agency workers next year within Radiology? =
0
Q9. Within the Radiology department what is your ratio of substantive to locum consultants?
10 TO 1
Q10. What is the largest department within Radiology and which department commands the
majority of your spend?
General radiology for both
If you have any queries about this response please contact the information governance
manager at foi@homerton.nhs.uk , in the first instance. If, following that, you still have
any concerns, you may contact the Information Commissioner either by letter, FOI/EIR
Complaints resolution, Wycliffe House, Water Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire SM9 5AF, or by
email www.informationcommissioner.gov.uk to take them further.
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indicated. Unless expressly indicated on the material to the contrary, it may be reproduced
free of charge in any format or medium, provided it is reproduced accurately and not used
in a misleading manner. Where any of the copyright items are being re-published or copied
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status. Permission to reproduce material does not extend to any material accessed through
the Publication Scheme that is the copyright of third parties. You must obtain authorisation
to reproduce such material from the copyright holders concerned.
Yours sincerely,

Mike Dunne
Information Governance Manager/Deputy Calidcott Guardian
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